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Abstract
Emerging non-volatile memories (eNVMs) face problems such as insufficient
ROFF /RON -ratio and limited memory operating window that significantly
deteriorate the precision of multiply-accumulate computations (MACs), the
core computation of artificial intelligence algorithms, using crossbar-based
analogue resistive compute-in-memory (CIM) structures. Properly selecting
between single-ended and pseudo-differential structures is the fundamental
for the most efficient use of the advantages of a particular eNVM, where,
e.g., ferroelectric field-effect-transistors (FeFETs) have a large ROFF /RON ratio as a great advantage but a significant variability between devices due to
the current technology maturity. By investigating and modelling both structures, the results demonstrate that the pseudo-differential structure requires
a larger combined operating window from eNVM cells. The reason relies
on a statistically enlarged state variation with an increasing number of input
channels in the pseudo-differential structure, while the difference between
the means of memory’s state distributions remains unchanged. Compared to
pseudo-differential structures, single-ended structures require a much higher
ROFF /RON -ratio from resistance-switching memories, while the requirement
for process variation can be relaxed. The results indicate that FeFETs can be
well suited to single-ended crossbar-based structures. However, the considerable state variation of FeFETs makes the applications of FeFETs as resistive
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synapses hard suited into practice. After investigating existing methods, a
gate-cascaded synapse with a higher ROFF /RON -ratio and a significantly
enlarged operating window is proposed. This article discusses boundary
conditions for using eNVMs such as FeFETs in crossbar-based analogue
MAC accelerating units from a circuit design perspective.
Keywords: Ferroelectric Field-Effect Transistor, Compute-In-Memory,
Resistive Synapses, Multiply-Accumulate Computations, Analog MAC
Accelerator, Dot-Product Accelerator, Emerging Non-Volatile Memories,
Crossbar

4.1 Introduction and Background
Emerging non-volatile memory-based CIM is attracting widespread interest
in the field of integrated circuit (IC) design on account of its great potential for enabling a highly parallel analogue (or multi-bits) computation to
accelerate MACs in artificial intelligence algorithms sharply [1]. The FeFET,
one of the eNVMs, has been studied and implemented for accelerating
MACs using its programmable switching property [2–5], where its threshold
voltage can be programmed by adapting the polarization of the ferroelectric layer on the top of the transistor’s gate, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Like using other resistance-switching eNVMs (e.g., ReRAM, OxRAM) for
crossbar-based MAC accelerators, FeFETs must fulfil requirements such as a
reasonably large ROFF /RON -ratio, and a sufficient operating window to allow
an analogue (multi-bits) computation [6].
Unfortunately, according to the current technology maturity but also
the fact that the techniques with smaller sizing dimensions have often a
more significant variation, using eNVMs with a minimal size likes FeFETs
in a resistive crossbar-based accelerator must face a considerable process
variation as shown in Figure 4.1(c), which causes an insufficient operating
window, and consequently, leads to an unpromising inference computation
precision. Due to this fact, implementing accelerators with either binary states
(On or Off) [7] or few bits [8] become an intermediate step towards to fully
analogue computation, and significant power efficiencies of 532 TOP/W and
over 10000TOPS/W for binary computations are achieved for particular use
cases, respectively. However, further improving the efficiency and accuracy
of FeFET-based accelerators requires knowledges of the fundamental design
challenges of crossbar-based MAC accelerators.
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Unfortunately, according to the current technology maturity but also the fact that
using the single-ended, and pseudo-differential structures can be written as
the techniques with smaller sizing dimensions have often a more significant
variation, using eNVMs with a minimal size likes FeFETs in a resistive crossbarbased accelerator must face a considerable process variation as shown in Figure
4.1(c), which causes an insufficient operating window, and consequently, leads to
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By simplifying Equation (1.2), the final requirement for on-/off-resistance
can be given:
ROFF
 (N − 1) .
(4.4)
RON
The pseudo-differential structure has a different critical scenario, where
(N/2 + 1) synapses are positively programmed, and others are negatively
programmed. Its total on-current ION(b) , and off-current IOFF(b) can be
represented as:
ION (b) = (V IN,max − VREF ) · {(N/2 + 1)/RON + (N/2 − 1)/ROF F }
(4.5a)
IOF F (b) = (V IN,max − VREF ) · {(N/2 + 1)/ROF F + (N/2 − 1)/RON }
(4.5b)
The required on-/off-resistance can be derived from required on-/offcurrent as
IOF F (b)  ION (b) ,
(4.6)
so that

ROFF
 1.
(4.7)
RON
Equation (4.4) and (4.7) indicate that the pseudo-differential structure has
a much relaxing requirement on the ROFF /RON -ratio. However, the process
variation can more easily make the computation with the pseudo-differential
structure fail.
Considering the resistance variation of eNVMs as

2
2
(4.8)
XON ∼N µON , σON
and XOF F ∼N(µOF F , σOF
F ),
and assuming that the resistance variation is independent from devices to
devices (joint normally distributed), the distributions of the total resistance
for on-/off-current in the single-ended structure can be written as
2
YRON (a) ∼N(µON , σON
)

(4.9a)

2
2
YROF F (a) ∼ N(µOF F / (N − 1) , σOF
F /(N − 1) ).

(4.9b)

Considering the 3s-variation of eNVMs and assuming no existing state overlap, the relationship between the distribution of total on-/off-resistance can be
written as
µON + 3 · σON  µOF F − 3 · σOFF .
(4.10)
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For a successful computation, the total resistance for on-/off-current in the
single-ended structure must fulfil the relationship as expressed following:
µON + 3 · σON  µOF F / (N − 1) − 3 · σOF F / (N − 1) .

(4.11)

It is obvious that the condition of Equation (4.11) will be met if Equations (4.4) and (4.10) can be simultaneously fulfilled. In terms of the
process variation, the pseudo-differential structure faces a more serious situation. Deriving a concrete analytical solution for the distribution of total
on-/off-resistance in pseudo-differential structures requires lots of efforts,
however, still their rough relationship can be checked by making following
assumptions:
σON /µON = σOF F /µOF F
(4.12)
b = ROF F /RON =

OF F /µON .

(4.13)

Then, the distributions of total on-/off-resistance can be written as
YRON (b) ∼N

YROF F (b) ∼N

b · µON
,
b · (N/2 + 1) + (N/2 − 1)



b · µON
,
b · (N/2 − 1) + (N/2 + 1)



b · σON
b · (N/2 + 1) + (N/2 − 1)

2 !

b · σON
b · (N/2 − 1) + (N/2 + 1)

,
(4.14)
2 !
.
(4.15)

A similar condition likes Equation(1.11) for the pseudo-differential structure
can be written as


b · µON
b · µON
−
b · (N/2 − 1) + (N/2 + 1) b · (N/2 + 1) + (N/2 − 1)


b · σON
b · σON
3·
+
.
b · (N/2 + 1) + (N/2 − 1) b · (N/2 − 1) + (N/2 + 1)
(4.16)
By simplifying Equation (4.16), the condition for the pseudo-differential
structure can be finally expressed as
σON 

2 · (b − 1)
· µON .
3 · N · (b + 1)

(4.17)

Equation (4.17) indicates that increasing the input channels requires reducing
the device process variation to keep computation precision unchanged even
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if the ROFF /RON is sufficiently large. For easy comparison, Equation (4.10)
can be re-written using same assumptions as
σON 

(b − N + 1)
· µON .
3 · (b + N − 1)

(4.18)

Note that conclusions made from Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are based
on some very optimistic assumptions like Equations (4.12) and (4.13) that
may vary from the reality. To verify those conclusions, a numerical analysis
for the total on-/off-current in both structures is made, and the result is
shown in Figure 4.3. This result identifies the above mathematical derivation that increasing ROFF /RON yields a better computation precision in
single-ended structures even if the process variation is significant. For the
pseudo-differential structure, ensuring that the device has less variation is the
precondition for a good computation precision instead of seeking for a large
ROFF /RON . The requirements given by single-ended and pseudo-differential
structures on eNVMs are listed in Table 4.1.
FeFETs have a very high ROFF /RON -ratio because their switching property is as the same as conventional transistors, but also suffer from the
significant process variation due to the current technology maturity. According to those properties, the single-ended structure is a better fit for the design
with FeFETs. However, simply using FeFETs in a single-ended structure can
6still deteriorate computation precision since the state overlap exists, as shown

Figure 4.3 The numerical analysis indicates that the ROFF /RON plays a dominant role for
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reality.To verify those conclusions, a numerical analysis for the total on-/offcurrent in both structures is made, and the result is shown inFigure 4.3. This result
identifies the above mathematical derivation that increasing ROFF/RON yields a
better computation precision in single-ended structures even if the process
variation is significant. For the pseudo-differential structure, ensuring that the
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Table 4.1

Comparison between single-ended and pseudo-differential structures

Requirements

Single-Ended
 (N − 1)

ROFF /RON
Process variation

Pseudo-Differential

σON 

(b−N +1)
3·(b+N −1)

1
· µON

σON 

2·(b−1)
3·N ·(b+1)

Area

Small

Large

FeFET

suitable

Not suitable

· µON .

7
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4.3.1 Conventional Design
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4.3.1

Conventional Design

Figure 4.4(a) shows the simplest FeFET synapse that consists of a single FeFET
MF1 and an access transistor Ma. Its characteristic is the same as conventional
transistors' but with an adjustable threshold voltage. However, a slight operatingpoints shift, or theprocess variation can result in noticeable current changes for

4.3 Synapse Design
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Figure 4 (c). Adding a resistor in series with the FeFET, as demonstrated
in Figure 4.4 (b), results in a well-defined on-current, which can be estimated
using the linearized transistor equation in the triode-region as following:


∂IDS
1
IF 2 =
+
(VOU T 2 − VIN )
(4.20a)
∂VDS
R
so that
IF 2 = (Kn (VGS − VT H − VDS + 1/R))VDS ,

(4.20b)

where Kn and VTH are transistors’ transconductance parameter, and threshold voltage. VGS , VDS are VGATE and (VOUT2 – VIN ) in Figure 4(b),
respectively. Considering conditions of:
Kn (VGS − VT H − VDS ) > 0

(4.21a)

Kn (VGS − VT H − VDS )  1/R,

(4.21b)

The on-current of synapse (b) is well-defined as
IF 2 ≈

VOU T 2 − VIN
.
R

(4.22)

Additionally, the synapse (b)’s characteristic in the saturation region remains
the same as conventional transistors. However, FeFET enters earlier into
the triode-region depending on the resistor’s value because the drain-source
voltage is reduced by voltage drop over the resistor, as revealed by the case
(b) in Figure 4.4(c).
Compared to the synapse (a), synapse (b) has a higher robustness against
the operating-point shifts since it defines the on-current better. After reducing
four states of the case (a) to the case (b) with only two states, the impact of
the process variation the on-current is reduced, where the threshold voltage’s
variation between state 11 and 10 (01 and 00) always results in a well-defined
on(off)-current if VGS is selected between transfer curves of state 10 and
01, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(c). Nevertheless, if the process variation is as
significant as shown in Figure 4.1(c), the state overlap cannot be eliminated
using synapse (a) and (b) with a single FeFET. A conventional way to yield
more stable devices against process variation is connecting multiple FeFETs
in series to form a relatively larger FeFET, where a large area overhead may
be caused by a large amount of FeFETs in series needed.
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4.3.2 Gate-Cascaded FeFETs
Inspired by analysis for single-ended and pseudo-differential structures, the
thought was made for enlarging the FeFET’s operating window faster than
devices variation. Figure 4.5(a) shows a possible implementation, the gate
cascaded FeFET. A tiny leakage current I1 flows through M1 when gate
voltage VG increases. It enables that the voltage VX rises with VG , and
correspondingly, FeFET M2 is turned-on by rising VX . Due to the diodeconnection of M1 and a very tiny drain-source current I1 , M1 conducts in the
sub-threshold region, and I1 can be expressed as
I1 = Is exp(2 −
8

VGS1
VT H1
)exp(
),
nUT
nUT

(4.23)

where n and IS are the process-dependent
sub-threshold factor and specific
𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
1
(𝑉𝑉
𝐼𝐼
=
�
+
�
−
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ) voltage, VGS1 and(1.20a)
𝐹𝐹2
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂2
current, respectively. UT 𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉represents
the thermal
VTH1
𝑅𝑅
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
denote the gate-source voltage and threshold voltage of M1 . By solving
so that
Equation (4.23), VGS1 can be written as
𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹2 = (𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛(𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺− 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 + 1⁄𝑅𝑅 ))𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ,
(1.20b)
I1
nU
−
2nU
=
V
+
V
,
(4.24)
V
=
V
+
ln
and VTH
are transistors’ transconductance
parameter,
where KnGS1
T
T
T H1
C and threshold
T H1
I
s
voltage. V , V are V
and (V
– V ) in Figure 4(b), respectively.
GS

DS

GATE

OUT2

IN

Considering
conditionsthe
of:sum of the second and third terms of Equation (4.24).
where VC represents

Because only I1 changes very
slightly
and any other parameters are process𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 (𝑉𝑉
(4.21a)
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ) > 0
specific, VC is approximately constant. Therefore, VGS2 -VTH2 can be written
(4.21b)
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 (𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ) ≪ 1⁄𝑅𝑅,
as

The on-current of synapse (b) is well-defined as

VGS2 − VT H2 = VG − VC − 2VT H0 − 4VT H1 − 4VT H2 ,

(4.25)

Figure 4.5 The proposed gate-cascaded FeFET synapse, where a diode-connecting FeFET
Figure 4.4The proposed gate-cascaded FeFET synapse, where a diode-connecting FeFET
is connected to the gate of another FeFET, is shown in (a). Its statistical distribution is shown in
is
connected to the gate of another FeFET, is shown in (a). Its statistical distribution is
(b), that the distance between threshold voltages doubles and the variation of the state overlap.
shown in (b), that the distance between threshold voltages doubles and the variation of the
state overlap.

𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹2 ≈

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 2 −𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
.
𝑅𝑅

(1.22)

Additionally, the synapse (b)'s characteristic in the saturation region remains the
same as conventional transistors. However, FeFET enters earlier into the trioderegion depending on the resistor's value because the drain-source voltage is
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where VTH0 is the threshold voltage of conventional transistors, ∆VTH1
and ∆VTH2 represent the threshold voltage changes applied to conventional
transistors by the ferroelectric layer. If both FeFETs are simultaneously
programmed to the same state (∆VTH1 = ∆VTH2 ), the operating window
V∆ , which is defined as voltage difference ∆(VGS2 - VTH2 ) between highand low threshold voltage state (HVT and LVT), can be written as
V4 = 4 (VGS2 − VT H2 ) = 2(4VT H,HV T − 4VT H,LV T ),

(4.26)

where is twice as conventional synapses.
Considering that the ∆VTH -variation has approximately a normal distribution, the distribution of ∆VTH1 and ∆VTH2 are referred to X and Y,
where

2
(4.27a)
X∼N µ4T H1 , σ4T
H1

2
(4.27b)
Y ∼N µ4T H2 , σ4T
H2 .
Two FeFETs in a circuit should have identical distributions, and they are
independent of each other, which means that they are jointly normal. The
distribution U of (∆VTH1 + ∆VTH2 ) with (∆VTH1 = ∆VTH2 ) can be written
as
U =X +Y
(4.28a)

2
(4.28b)
U ∼N 2µ4T H , 2σ4T H
with
µT H = µT H1 = µT H2

(4.29a)

σT H = σT H1 = σT H2 .

(4.29b)

Assuming a 3s-variation, the operating window for the conventional synapse
V∆conv and the gate-cascaded FeFET V∆prop can be derived as
V4conv = (µHV T − µLV T ) − 6(σHV T − σHV T )
√
V4prop = (µHV T − µLV T ) − 3 2(σHV T − σHV T ).

(4.30a)
(4.30b)

If no overlap between two states is expected, the operating window
must be positive (V∆ >0). The conventional synapse (CONV.) and the gatecascaded synapses (PROP.) operate correctly if the following conditions are
fulfilled.
CON V. : (µHV T − µLV T ) > 6(σHV T − σHV T )

(4.31a)
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√
P ROP. : (µHV T − µLV T ) > 3 2(σHV T − σHV T )

(4.31b)

According to Equations (4.31a) and (4.31b), synapses with gate-cascaded
FeFETs has a 1.4 times relaxed requirement for the process variation compared to the conventional synapses, which is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Extending a single gate-cascaded synapse to N-stage gate-cascaded synapses (N>0),
as shown in Figure 4.6(a) and (b), the improvement A can be written as:
√
(4.32)
A = (N + 1)/ N + 1.
The derivative of the improvement can be written as
1
A0 = p
,
(4N + 4)

(4.33)

which indicates that the improvement of the operating window slows down
with a continuously increasing number of gate-cascaded stages.
4.3.3 Exploration Results
Figure 4.6 (c) shows the drain-source current curve of FeFETs without gatecascade, with one- and two-stage gate-cascade. By increasing the number
of gate-cascaded stages, the operating window, and the voltage difference
between states are enhanced with the same gate voltage VG . Figure 4.6(d)
compares the conventional synapses with 3 FeFETs in series and with 3stage gate-cascaded FeFETs. The conventional design has a slightly improved
operating window compared to a single FeFET that has no operating window
at all. The design with gate-cascaded FeFETs has an operating window up
to 12.1 times larger than the operating window with 3 FeFETs in series. The
ION /IOFF -ratio, which is exactly equal to ROFF /RON -ratio, and the operating
window are enhanced approximately 2.67 times and 12.1 times compared to
the conventional design, respectively.
Table 4.2

# of FeFETs
ION /IOF F
ION /IOF F with
process variation
Operating Window

Relative Performance Comparison

Single FeFET
1
N/A
N/A

3 FeFETs in series
3
α
β

3-Stage GateCascaded FeFET
3
2.67 α
26900 β

<0

γ

12.1 γ
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Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show a two-stage and a N-stage gate-cascaded FeFET synapse,
Figure
4.5 (a)(c)and
(b) show
a two-stage
a N-stage gate-cascaded
FeFETdifference
synapse,
respectively.
shows
the change
of theirand
characteristics,
where the voltage
respectively.
the(d)
change
of theirthecharacteristics,
where
the voltage
difference
between states(c)is shows
enlarged.
demonstrate
characteristic of
a conventional
synapse
with
between
statesconnected
is enlarged.
(d) and
demonstrate
the characteristic
a conventional
synapse
three serially
FeFET
a three-stage
gate cascaded of
FeFET.
The gate-cascaded
with
three
serially
connected
FeFET
and awindow
three-stage
gate cascaded
FeFET. The gateFeFET
achieved
12.1
times larger
operating
than conventional
design.
cascaded FeFET achieved 12.1 times larger operating window than conventional design.

If noNevertheless,
overlap between
two statesthat
is expected,
the operating
window
the drawbacks
the gate-cascaded
FeFET
brings must
need be
to
positive
(V∆out:
>0). The conventional synapse (CONV.) and the gate-cascaded
be pointed
synapses (PROP.) operate correctly if the following conditions are fulfilled.

1. Programming FeFETs requires a particularly high voltage applied to
− 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ) > 6(𝜎𝜎
𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
) the more access(4.31a)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 −
FeFETs.CONV.:(𝜇𝜇
The more𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
gate-cascaded
stages
are
used,
highvoltage transistors
are
required,
which
occupy
the
most
area
in
the
PROP.:(𝜇𝜇𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ) > 3√2(𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 )
(4.31b)
design as the design example shown in Figure 4.7(a) and (b).
According to Eq. (4.31a) and Eq. (4.31b), synapses with gate-cascaded
2. Shifting threshold voltage to a very high value does not yield much. On
FeFETs has a1.4 times relaxed requirement for the process variation
the one hand, the improvement slows down with an increasing number
compared to the conventional synapses, which is shown in Figure 4.5(b).
of cascaded
according
to Equation
(4.33).
On the other
hand,
Extending
a singlestages,
gate-cascaded
synapse
to N-stage
gate-cascaded
synapses
the
real
gate
voltage
cannot
achieve
a
very
high
potential.
An
optimal
(N>0), as shown in Figure 4.6(a) and (b), the improvement A can be written
as: number of stages is highly technology dependent.

Since drawbacks listed above,
𝐴𝐴 =combing
(𝑁𝑁 + 1)⁄different
(4.32)
√𝑁𝑁 + 1. methods in a right manner
will result into an optimal design point. A design example is shown in
The
derivative
of the improvement can be written as
Figure
4.7(a), where
′

1

=
(4.33)
• M3,L and M3,R play the role of𝐴𝐴resistors
to ,limit the current,
�(4𝑁𝑁+4)
• M1 and M2 are serially connected FeFETs for reducing the process
whichvariation
indicatesslightly,
that the improvement of the operating window slows down with a
continuously increasing number of gate-cascaded stages.
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Figure 4.7

design example, which combine the proposed and conventional techniques, is

(a). (b) example,
displays thewhich
layout of
this design
(c) indicates
that a up to 200mV
Figureshown
4.6Aindesign
combine
theexample.
proposed
and conventional
techniques, is
is achieved
1-stage
shownoperating
in (a). window
(b) displays
theusing
layout
of gate-cascade.
this design example. (c) indicates that a up to
200mV operating window is achieved using 1-stage gate-cascade.
• M1 , M2 and M3 build a one-stage gate cascade for generally enhancing
4.3.3 Exploration
Results
operating window.

performance
design example
is shown
in Figure
4.7(c). DependFigureThe
4.6(c)
shows ofthethedrain-source
current
curve
of FeFETs
without gateing
on
the
need,
the
operating
window
can
further
be
enhanced
by
either of gatecascade, with one- and two-stage gate-cascade. By increasing the number
connecting
more
FeFETs
in
series
or
applying
more
gate-cascaded
stages.
cascaded stages, the operating window, and the voltage difference between states
are enhanced with the same gate voltage VG. Figure 4.6(d)compares the
conventional
synapses with 3 FeFETs in series and with 3-stage gate-cascaded
4.4 Conclusion
FeFETs. The conventional design has a slightly improved operating window
This article mainly reviews circuit aspects, such as select of the best readout
compared to a single FeFET that has no operating window at all. The design with
structure and the design of resistive synapses, for using FeFETs in a crossbargate-cascaded
FeFETs has an operating window up to 12.1 times larger than the
based analogue MAC accelerating unit. Both analytical and numerical
operating
window
with
FeFETs
ina series.The
ION/I
is exactly
OFF-ratio, which
analyses indicate
that3FeFETs
have
better fit to the
single-ended
structure,
equal to ROFF/RON-ratio, and the operating window are enhanced approximately
2.67 times and 12.1 times compared to the conventional design, respectively.

Table 4.2Relative Performance Comparison
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which requires a high ROFF /RON -ratio but has relaxing requirements for
the process variation. Those considerations can be transferred to other types
of eNVMs. Furthermore, this article compares three ways of using FeFETs
as resistive synapses, and the result indicates that only combining different
methods can lead into a high ROFF /RON -ratio and non-overlapped states
without a significant area overhead. For implementing an entire accelerator,
other design aspects, such as programming algorithms, parasitic effects,
design of efficient data-converter and so on, need to be considered. However,
this article gives readers an essential guidance how to start using FeFETs or
other eNVMs, for crossbar-based analogue MAC accelerators.
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